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Summary

Chapter 1. Many countries are facing an aging population. Aging is associated 
with a decline in the ability to carry out daily tasks. Physical activity can delay or 
diminish this decline and to increase the ability of older adults to live independently 
at home. To promote physical activity in older adults, local community centers offer 
exercise classes for senior citizens. In the Netherlands, for instance, approximately 
300,000 older adults participate weekly in the nationwide program More Exercise 
for Seniors (‘Meer Bewegen voor Ouderen’ in Dutch, or in short MBvO). Exercising 
once a week in programs such as MBvO, however, is not enough to have an effect 
on fitness or physical health. To attain health benefits, World Health Organization 
(WHO) recommends adults the following:

a) At least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic physical activity should 
be done throughout the week, in bouts of at least 10 minutes duration

b) Muscle-strengthening activities involving major muscle groups should be 
performed on 2 or more days a week.

c) Older adults with poor mobility should perform physical activity to enhance 
balance and prevent falls on 3 or more days per week.

Combining a weekly group-based exercise program with additional home-based 
exercises can help older adults to meet the WHO guidelines. In recent years, various 
eHealth interventions have delivered home-based exercise programs. eHealth 
interventions that incorporate human guidance and feedback are associated with 
increased efficacy. Such blended interventions for older adults, nonetheless, are 
rare. This has led to the following research question:

How can mHealth be employed, in a blended manner, to support older adults 
in performing home-based exercises, as a supplement to a group-based 
community exercise program?

To address this research question, the VITAMIN intervention was developed and 
evaluated according to the Medical Research Council (MRC) framework. 

Chapter 2. To explore the attitudes of older adults toward a blended exercise 
program, eight focus groups were held with 48 older adults who were participating 
in the MBvO program. Because of the certain circumstances, the results of 30 
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participants, who had an average age of 74 years, were included in the analysis. 
Transcripts were analyzed according to the three constructs of the self-determination 
theory: autonomy, competence and relatedness. To increase reliability, the 
transcripts were coded independently by two researchers. The analysis of the 
transcripts shows that maintaining self-reliance (autonomy) and keeping in touch 
with others (relatedness) were the main motives to participate in the weekly group-
based exercises. Participants recognized the benefits of doing additional home-
based exercises, but they had concerns regarding motivation, guidance and safety 
(competence). Furthermore, a few participants strongly rejected the idea of using 
technology to support them in performing exercises at home, but the majority were 
open to it.

Chapter 3. Physical activity interventions that are based on scientific theory are 
associated with increased efficacy. The ACM, IEEE, Google Scholar, PsycINFO and 
PubMed databases were consulted to identify the relevant literature. This led to 
three design considerations that formed the basis of the VITAMIN intervention:

1) Rather than promoting general physical activity, the intervention should 
consist of functional exercises that target the four domains that are relevant 
for activities of daily living: muscle strength, flexibility, balance and 
endurance.

2) To increase exercise adherence, the intervention should be based on 
behavior change. In particular, the behavior change techniques that support 
self-regulation should include the following: goal-setting, action planning, 
behavior execution, self-monitoring and evaluation.

3) The intervention should use blended technology. Interventions, such as 
eHealth and mHealth, which incorporate personal guidance, feedback and 
tailoring, appear to be more effective.

The design considerations have been translated into numerous requirements and 
functional components. The intervention has been implemented on a client-server 
system that combines a tablet application (app) for older adults with a web-based 
dashboard for coaches who remotely monitor and guide participants. The choice 
of using a tablet was based on the usability of the device and its popularity among 
older adults in the Netherlands and other countries. Key components of the app are 
an exercise schedule that can be tailored to individual needs, video demonstrations 
of functional exercises, a stopwatch timer, (self-)monitoring of exercise adherence 
and the possibility of receiving feedback from a remote coach.
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Chapter 4. The MRC framework prescribes thorough piloting of an intervention 
prior to conducting a randomized controlled trial. Assessing the usability of 
eHealth and mHealth applications is often overlooked, leading to efficacy studies 
of interventions that have not yet matured, resulting in problems that could have 
been prevented with sufficient testing. To assess usability, 15 older adults, ranging 
from 69 to 99 years old, tested the VITAMIN app in a laboratory setting. The study 
used mixed methods, combining task performance, verbalization and interviews. To 
evaluate effectiveness and efficiency, time-on-task and success rates were calculated 
for a series of tasks that participants had to execute on the tablet. Satisfaction was 
evaluated by asking the participants to think aloud during the execution of the 
tasks. After performing the tasks, participants were interviewed about their overall 
impression of the app. Analysis of the results showed that the participants spent 13 
to 85 seconds time-on-task. Moreover, 79% to 100% of the participants successfully 
completed basic tasks with either no help or after having received 1 hint. For expert 
tasks, they needed a few more hints. During the posttest interview, the participants 
made 3 times more positive remarks about the app than negative remarks. The study 
indicates that the app that was developed is usable by the target audience. First-time 
users were able to perform basic tasks in an effective and efficient manner. Tasks 
that were associated with behavior execution and evaluation were performed with 
ease. Complex tasks such as tailoring a personal training schedule needed more 
effort. In general, the participants were satisfied with the app.

Chapter 5. A process evaluation was carried out to assess the long-term use of the 
app in a real-world setting as well as to explore how the app, in conjunction with a 
personal coach, supported older adults in performing home-based exercises. The 
study used mixed methods, combining questionnaires with interviews. Older adults 
who participated in a randomized controlled trial completed a survey about prior 
experience with ICT devices (N=65) and, after 6 months of participation, completed 
the USE questionnaire (N=37) that assessed the usefulness, satisfaction and ease 
of use of the VITAMIN app. Furthermore, with a random selection of participants, 
follow-up interviews were held (N=17) to assess how the blended intervention 
supported them in performing home-based exercises. To increase reliability, 
two researchers independently coded the transcripts with the five phases of self-
regulation: goal setting, action planning, behavior execution, self-monitoring and 
evaluation. Analysis of the ICT survey showed that the large majority of participants 
already had experience with a tablet, used it regularly, and reported being skillful in 
operating ICT devices. After 6 months of use, the participants rated the usefulness, 
satisfaction, and ease of use of the tablet on average as 3.8, 4.2, and 4.1, respectively, 
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on a 5-point scale. The analysis of the interviews showed that the participants felt 
that the tablet supported action planning, behavior execution, and self-monitoring. 
On the other hand, especially during the first few months, the personal coach 
added value during the goal setting, behavior execution, and evaluation phases of 
self-regulation. The results of the process evaluation show that older adults who 
participated in the study were positive about the blended intervention. Participants 
reported that the tablet helped them to perform the exercises better, more frequently, 
and safely, and that it supported them in various phases of self-regulation. The 
availability of a personal coach was nevertheless crucial.

Chapter 6. Self-determination theory is a dominant motivation theory that 
has proven to be useful for understanding adherence to exercise programs. To 
be intrinsically motivated, this theory postulates that three basic psychological 
needs have to be met: autonomy, competence and relatedness. To determine 
how the blended intervention influenced exercise motivation, the interviews were 
analyzed from a basic needs perspective. To increase reliability, two researchers 
independently coded the transcript with the three basic needs by following the 
directed content analysis method. The analysis revealed that the intervention 
supported the autonomy of participants by letting them set their own personal 
goals and compile a personalized exercise program; it also supported their feelings 
of competence by offering clear instructions, structure and the ability to track 
their progress. Finally, some participants valued the emotional support offered by 
the personal coach, while others preferred combining home-based exercises with 
group-based activities with peers to fulfill their relatedness needs. In conclusion, 
the blended intervention appears to meet the three basic psychological needs that 
lead to intrinsic motivation, which in turn is associated with exercise adherence.

Chapter 7. To investigate the behavior participants exhibited, a post hoc study 
was conducted on clinical trial data that were logged with the tablet. The tablet data 
demonstrated that older adults (n=133; M=71 years of age) who participated for 6 
months in a randomized controlled trial performed an average of 12 home-based 
exercises per week and exercised an average of 3 days per week, thereby meeting 
WHO guidelines. To explore how the use of the tablet contributed to this pattern, 
multiple linear regressions were performed on the data. The analysis shows that 
the use of the app predicted the number of exercises that were performed and the 
number of days that exercises were performed. Furthermore, effects of season 
and recruitment strategy on exercise behavior were also found. Physical activity, 
however, did not increase during the 6-month intervention period and could not be 
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predicted by either exercise behavior or app use. The findings suggest that the use of 
the tablet contributed to the success of the blended intervention to stimulate exercise 
behavior in older adults. More research is needed on how blended interventions can 
also include general physical activity.

Chapter 8. In summary, the principal findings of this thesis are that older adults are 
motivated to perform technology-supported home-based exercises if they help them 
maintain self-reliance and there is sufficient guidance, safety is taken into account, 
and adherence is stimulated. A blended intervention that incorporates functional 
exercises is based on behavior change and relies on human guidance to meet those 
needs. The tablet application that has been developed for this purpose is usable by 
the target audience. A process evaluation has shown that the tablet as well as the 
coach support older adults in the various phases of self-regulating their exercise 
behavior. The blended intervention stimulates intrinsic motivation by supporting 
the autonomy of participants, fostering competence and, for some, meeting the 
need for relatedness by offering emotional support. Data derived from the tablet 
demonstrate that older adults participating in the intervention exhibit exercise 
behavior that is in line with WHO guidelines and that engagement with the tablet 
was a contributing factor. Future work should include assessment of intervention 
fidelity and explore which aspects of coaching can and cannot be further automated.
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